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From the author who â€œranks among the best of the younger American spy novelistsâ€• (The

Washington Post) comes a stunning thriller of ancient and modern betrayal.Munich: The writer

Benjamin Stern entered his flat to see a man standing there, leafing through his research, and said,

â€œWho the hell are you?â€• In answer, the man shot him. As Stern lay dying, the gunman

murmured a few words in Latin, then gathered the writerâ€™s papers and left.Venice: The art

restorer Gabriel Allon applied a dab of paint carefully to the Bellini, then saw the boy approaching, a

piece of paper in his hand. It would be about Stern, he knew. They would want him to leave right

away. With a sigh, the Mossad agent finished his work, then began to pack his brushes.Vatican

City: The pope known as Paul VIIâ€“â€œPope Accidental,â€• to his detractorsâ€“paced in his garden,

thinking about the things he knew and the enemies he would make. He believed he understood why

God had chosen him for this job, but the road in front of him was hard and exceedingly perilous. If

he succeeded, he would revolutionize the Church. If not, he might very well destroy itâ€“and

himself.In the weeks to come, the journeys of all these men will come together, following a trail of

long-buried secrets and unthinkable deeds, leaving each one forever changed. Intrigue will

dominate their lives and death stalk their paths, all of them in the shadow of the Confessor.Filled

with rich characters, remarkable prose, and an intricately woven plot suffused with surprise and

intensity, this is an uncommonly powerful work by a new master of the art.
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Daniel Silva brings back his enigmatic hero, Gabriel Allon, in "The Confessor," to investigate the

mysterious murder of a dear friend, the unpopular aspirations of a newly elected Pope, a secret

society in the Vatican, and long hidden secrets from World War II. Allon, is a brilliant Israeli art

restorer and a complex, melancholy man. He had worked for many years as an Israeli intelligence

agent, and assassin, (when necessary), losing his young son and wife to violence as a

consequence of his work. Now he just wants to restore paintings and be left alone with his grief and

his guilt.Allon's boyhood friend and associate, Benjamin Stern, is murdered in his Munich apartment

while writing a secret expose on Pope Pius XII and the Church's involvement in the Holocaust. Ari

Shamron, Gabriel's old mentor, former head of Israeli intelligence, and the father of Ben Stern, finds

Allon in Venice, restoring a Bellini altarpiece. He has little difficulty persuading Allon to accept this

assignment to find Stern's killer, even though it means leaving the Bellini, at least

temporarily.Although Allon runs into a stone wall with his investigation in Munich, he begins to

discover clues to the secrets of his friend's manuscript. Apparently Stern had been writing about

material from top secret Vatican archives that proves Pope Pius XII, and the Church, were directly

involved with the Nazis in the implementation of the Holocaust. Evidence also points to a deadly

secret Vatican society, the Crux Vera.Pope Paul VII, known by his Vatican detractors as "Pope

Accidental," has recently been elected to the Papal Throne.
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